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t United Technologies Carrier, P. 0. Boz 4808 Carrier Parkway,
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Abstract
Linear cyclic systems (LCS) are a class of systems whose dynamic behaviors change cyclically.
The understanding of noise and vibration transmission paths in LCS is quite limited due to the time-vary
ing nature of their
dynamics. The first part of this two-part paper derives a generic expression that describes
how the noise and/or
vibration are transmitted between two (or multiple) locations in LCS. The cyclic nature of
LCS' transfer functions
is shown to generate a series of amplitude modulated input signals whose carrier frequencie
s are harmonic multiples of the LCS' fundamental frequency. Applicability of signal processing techniques for
linear time-invariant
systems (LTIS) to general LCS is also discussed. Then, a criterion is proposed to determine
how well LCS can be
approximated as LTIS. In Part II, some experimental results validate the analyses carried
out in Part L

1

INTRO DUCTI ON

Dynamic systems with fundame ntal repetitive motions frequentl y exhibit cyclic behaviors
and consequently gene:at.o
periodic mechanic al vibration and acoustic radiation . In most cases, the noise and
vibration emanatin g from these
systems turn out to be nuisance, which need to be either eliminate d or at least reduced
before they are put into
practice. Consider ing the importan ce of controlling noise and vibration in cyclic systems
(CS), it is not surprisin g
that numerou s papers have addressed the various issues related to this subject such
as noise and vibration sign2i
analysis [1, 2, 3, 4], noise and vibration control [5], transmiss ion path identification
(6, 7, 4], etc., where only recent
papers have been listed. These earlier works can be categorized into two groups
by their assumpti ons on che
transmiss ion path dynamics :
L The transmiss ion path dynamics is linear time-inva riant (LTI).
2. The transmiss ion path dynamics is irrelevant to the problem under considera
tion.

The above assessme nt naturally motivate s us to analyze the transmiss ion paths of noise
and vibration in CS wirhou!
a priori assuming that the transmiss ion paths are LTIS. The resulting transmiss ion
path analysis may play a role in
validatin g the assumpti on that the transmiss ion paths are LTIS and understan ding
how the input signals are relateci
to the output signals, which obviously helps to understan d the input/ou tput signals
themselves.
Multiplic ative behavior of the generated mechanic al vibration /acoustic radiation
and the transmiss ion paths
(both cyclically time-vary ing) does not seem to allow such general cyclic system
(CS) to be readily analyzab le.
which partially explains lack of understan ding the signals and transmis sion paths in
general CS. On the other hand
linear cyclic systems (LCS) are a subclass of general CS, whose transmiss ion media
are linear and cyclic. Their
relatively simple and analytica lly tractable dynamics makes amenable the analysis
of LCS' signals and transmiss ion
paths. Once the scope of this paper is confined to LCS, the linearity of the transmiss
ion paths makes it possible
to represent the output signals as a convolution integral of the input signals and (cyclicall
y) time-vary ing impulse
response functions [8]. Then, via Fourier transform and Fourier series analyses, the
convolution integral is further
simplified as an input-ou tput transfer function, from which various subseque nt analyses
are carried out. LCS are
classified into two groups based on the relative magnitud es of the carriers: genuine linear
cyclic systems (GLCS) and
pseudo linear cyclic systems (PLCS). A subseque nt analysis leads to a criterion to
determin e how well LCS can be
approxim ated as LTIS. PLCS can be well approxim ated as LTIS, while GLCS cannot.
Section 2 derives the expression describing the input/ou tput relation of an LCS,
where the Fourier transform
and Fourier series analyses provide two indispensable tools. Section 3 explains
the behaviors of GLCS and rhe
applicabi lity of the signal processing techniques for LTIS to GLCS. Section 4 shows
the analysis for PLCS, similar to
that in Section 3. A criterion to determin e how well LCS can be approxim ated as LTIS
is also proposed in Section 5.
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SYST EMS
INPU T OUT PUT RELA TION OF LINE AR CYC LIC

vibrati on transm ission path in a simple LCS is derived.
In this section, a mathe matica l descrip tion of noise and
three compo nents: inner sphere, rotatin g ellipse. outer
Figure 1 shows the schem atic of an LCS that consists of
e of the LCS in terms of noise and vibrat ion transmission.
spheri cal shell. The system is simple but captur es the essenc
for the general, more complex LCS. Assume that the
which is required for the analys is in this paper to be valid
r frequency w. Define an abstra ct entity (or angle) e as
system (or to be specific, the ellipse) is runnin g at the angula
cyclic) motion . As the system goes throug h a full cycle.
an indica tor of the system status during the repetit ive (or
ucers 'A' and 'B' in Figure 1 are used either to instrum ent
e increases monotonically from 0° to 360°. The transd
are located extern ally on the shell and internally on the
the LCS or to excite the LCS. The transd ucers 'A' and 'B'
LCS. Specific requirements for analysis determine the
inner sphere. respectively, which are the fixed points of the
input transd ucer throug hout the analysis in this section
types of transd ucers. The extern al transd ucer is used as the
n the forwar d path (from 'B' to 'A') and reverse path
for simplicity. Throu ghout this paper, the distinc tion betwee
ed otherwise, since the most analyses are regardless
(from 'A' to 'B') in Figure 1 is not made explicitly unless specifi
of the path directi on.

Figure 1: The schem atic of a linear cyclic system
se. Assum e that the LCS in Figure l is runnin g in
\Ve start the analysis of.an LCS by defining its impuls e respon
at
d the extern al transd ucer 'A' (a force transducer) at
the steady state. While the LCS running, an impuls e is applie
ation measu remen t at the interna l transd ucer 'B' (an
the angle 80 . In the meant ime. the time history of the acceler
is defined as the impuls e response of the LCS. h( Bo, t).
accelerometer) is recorded. Then, the recorded time history
at the force transd ucer 'A'. The second argum ent t
at 80 . 80 is the system status angle when the impuls e is applied
.
is the elapsed time from the instan t when the impulse is applied
to expres s the input/ outpu t relatio n for an LCS.
rd
tforwa
straigh
is
it
Once the impuls e response is defined,
Then y(t) becomes [8}
Denot e the input and output at timet as u(t), y(t) respectively.
y(t) =

ltoo h(B(r),t -r)u(r)dr,

(1)

s frequency of the LCS at timet . The argum ent tis
where B(t) 80 + 2r. fr(t')d t' and fr(t) is the instan taneou
clarification. B(t) is period ic with the fundam ental period
droppe d for simpli city in the following unless necessary for
ental frequency.
TR. Also define fR(= 1/TR) as the average (or equivalent) fundam
yields
(1)
of
Taking Fourier Transf orm (FT)

=

J;

Y(!)

~f F[y(t)] =

1:

[tc:.o h(B(r), t -r)u(T )drex p(-j2r .ft)dt.
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(2)

Introdu cing a new variable p = t - r gives
Y(f) =

H(B(T) ,!)

qg

1: 1co

h(B(r),p) exp(- j2r.fp)d pu(r) exp( -j2r.fr )dr =

1:

H(B(1) ,f)u(r) exp(- j2r.fT)d7". (31

00
reo
h(B(r), p)exp(- j2r.fp)d p =
h(B(r), p)exp(- j2r.fp)d p,
h

1

-oo

where the last equality comes from the causalit y of h(B, t). Then, the periodic
ity of H(B, f) with respect to irs firsc
argume nt 8 (with the fundam ental period TR) allows the following Fourier
expansion (with respect to B):
H((),j)

00

L

= H(()(,) ,/) =

Ak(f) exp(j2r .kfRr),

k=-oo

(5)

where Ak (f) is the Fourier coefficient correspo nding to the keh harmon ic
at the frequency f.
Equatio ns (4) and (5) turn out to be essential to the analyses of two represen
tative classes of LCS describec:i :r:
Sections 3 and 4. The characteristics of LCS depend heavily upon the magnitu
de of Ak (!). Two extreme bur s;:i:l
represen tative cases are considered in this paper:
I. Ak(f) are significant for some k(# 0) at some given frequency

f.

2. A.k(f) are relatively small for all k(-:f: 0) at any given frequency f.
The correspo nding systems may be classified as a genuine LCS and a pseudo
LCS, respectively. Above rather ad-hoc
criterion is more rigorously presented in Section 5.

3

GENU INE LINEA R CYCL IC SYSTE MS

We first examine the transfer function H(B, f) itself for a given f. The genuine
linear cyclic systems (GLCS) ha\·e
been defined such that there exist some significant Ak(f) for some frequenc
y f, which implies that there exisc;;
significant periodic fluctuat ion of transfer function H((),f). The number
of significant Ak(!)(k ,= 0) and k togethecdetermi ne how the transfer function H(B, f) fluctuates over a cycle at a given
frequency f.
Now the effect of the cyclically time-va rying transfer function H(B, f) of
GLCS on the input/ou tput reL).[ion is
evaluate d. Substitu ting (4) into (3) yields

Y(f) = k~oo Ak(f)
00

100
·-oo u(r) exp[-j2 r.(f-

kfR)r]d r.

(61

For simplici ty, only three terms for k = -1, 0, 1 are assumed to be significa
nt. Then (6) can be readily interpre ted
as the .4k(/)-w eighted sum of theFT of three amplitu de modula ted (AM)
signals with the input signal u(1) and
the carrier frequencies - f .R, O,JR. By modula tion theorem of the FT,
the spectrum of Y (f) has three A.k(j}weighted replicas of the baseban d spectru m of U(f) [= F(u(·))], shifted
by -f.R,OJ R [8]. This result obviously
applies to a GLCS excited by a single sinusoid input with unit amplitu de
at the frequency f •. Since the modulat ion
property is regardless of the excitatio n input. the input sinusoid at the frequenc
y /. is modulat ed with the carriers
at the frequencies -f.R, 0,/R. As a result, three sinusoids with amplitu des
A-1{!. - !R),Ao( f.),A.l(f e + fR) at the
frequencies fe - fR, !., /. + fR are observed at the output. Generat ing three
frequency shifted replicas of the input
spectrum is not a behavio r of an LTIS.
Up until now, a clear distincti on has not b~en made between two transmis
sion paths: 1) the forward path along
which the LCS generate d noise (at the transduc er 'B') is transmi tted to
the shell (at the transduc er 'A') 2) the
reverse path along which an externally excited signal ('A'J is transmi tted
to the internal transduc er ('B'). ~ow it
remains to examine distinct ive features of each path and to show whether
two paths are equivalent or the transfer
functions along two paths are identical. The equivalence of two paths is
particul arly importa nt when the forward
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the reciprocity principle.
path cannot be readily identified, while the reverse path may be identified, e.g. through
for the reciprocity principle to
Rememb er that the system under considera tion has to he LTI and passive in order
be applicab le [9].
excitatio n frequency exists.
The reverse path is first analyzed due to its simplicity. In the reverse path, only one
are examined in detaiL
sinusoids
these
Three amplitud e modulate d sinusoids would be observed at the output. Here
Exciting a GLCS with a sinusoid at the frequency fe would give

cyclic behavior (e.g. crankcase
where to is the time lag of the input sinusoid relative to the reference of the system
angle in a certain rotating machine) . With the input sinusoid as a reference, (7) becomes
1

Y(J) = k~l Ak(f, to)

100 exp[j2ti(fe + kfR- f)r)]dr,
-oo

(8)

where

Ak(f, to)=

lr./TR
-r.fTR

H[e(q), f] exp(-j27 rkfM)dq exp(f2tik fRto),

(9)

derivatio n. Note that .4k(f)
where the periodici ty of H((),f) exp(- j2rrkfRq) with respect to q was used in the
Fork# 0, the magnitud es
to.
on
depend
not
depend on the time lag to fork# 0. However, fork= 0, Ak(f, t 0 ) does
zed as follows: when
summari
be
can
This
).
fRt
of A.k(f, to) do not change but the phases change as exp(j2trk 0
.4.0 (t 0 , f.) is
invariant
time
to,
instants
time
-selected
a sinusoid is applied at the frequency fe at several randomly
rated later
demonst
ntally
experime
is
This
0.
¥k
for
kfR,
+
observed at fe but time-vary ing Ak(t 0 , J. + kfR) at fe
analysis.
our
of
n
in Part II of this two-part paper as a partial validatio
harmonic s of the revolution
Then, the forward path is analyzed . A GLCS generates internal noise with multiple
transduce r through a GLCS.
frequency !R through various mechanis ms, which is in turn transmitt ed to the external
multiples of fR· Thi:>
which modulate s the generated internal noise, where the carrier frequencies are harmonic
frequency f, which
given
at a
implies that multiple sinusoids at different frequencies may contribut e to the output
leads us to the conclusion that the GLCS is not an LTIS.
signal processing techniques
From the discussion above, two paths are fundamentally different. It implies that
answer.
ul
meaningf
based on the assumpti on that the GLCS is an LTIS would not give any

PSEUD O LINEA R CYCLI C SYSTE MS

4

relatively small for all k except
The pseudo linear cyclic systems (PLCS) have been defined such that .4.k(f) are
a cycle at a given frequency f
k 0 at any frequency f. This means that the variation of the transfer function over
is minimaL
(4) can be approxim ated as
The mathema tical analysis starts with (3) and (4). Since .4k(/) are relatively small.

=

-r.JTR

H(e, f) = H(e(r), f)~ A 0 (!) =

1

H(()(r), f)dr,

(10)

-r./TR

f). Then, (3) becomes
where only the mean value of H(e(r), f) over a cycle is taken to approxim ate H(e(r),

Y(f):::::

1:

Ao(f)u(r ) exp(-j27 tfr)dr

=

= .4.o(f)U( f),

(11)

a linear time invariant
f~oo u( r) exp(-j2r r fr)dr. This is nothing but the input·ou tput expression of
where U(f)
the GLCS. A. PLCS is
of
case
the
in
as
on
modulati
e
amplitud
system (LTIS) in the frequency domain. There is no
essentially an LTIS.
at one giYen frequency fe
Once the behavior of a PLCS is identified as that of an LTIS, the behavior of a PLCS
sinusoid as a response
one
only
have
must
PLCS
a
fe,
at
sinusoid
can be readily predicted . When excited by a single
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at the excitatio n frequenc y fe- The transfer function at f., is the mean value of H(B(r),
!e)- Since/. ,.,.as arbitrary .
this implies that the error would not be significant even .if H (8( r) ,J) for any r is approxim
ated as H (8 (r,) ,/) at a
specific time instant r_. for all f.
The simple dynamic character istic of a PLCS makes it dispensable to analyze the
forward and reverse par:"s
respectively. Then, it remains to show that the forward and reverse paths have the
identical transfer functions ::J:
the impulse response s. Independence of the transfer functions (or impulse responses)
with respect to cyclic positio~;
effectively eliminate s the cyclic behavior of the PLCS, which makes a PLCS an LTIS.
Most mechanical systems a:-e
passive in that they do not increase the noise/vib ration energy while transmit ting the
noise/vib ration from one pc::::.:
to another; most mechanic al systems dissipate or at most maintain the vibration energy.
In this paper, it is as:sur::e-::
without proof that the systems under consideration belong to linear, passive systems.
It is well-known tha;: :;-;e
reciproci ty principle holds for a passive LTIS [9]. In this respect, the transfer functions
for the forward and rew:-se
paths in a PLCS are identical, which has the following importan t implicati on: the
sideband criterion presented ::::
Section 5 to classify an LCS into a GLCS or PLCS can be applied to the reverse path
instead of forward path.
Finally, we discuss the applicability of the signal processing techniques to a PLCS. Since
the PLCS is essemiai:y
an LTIS, any signal processing technique applicable to an LTIS (e.g. autoregressive
modeling in [7]) can be app::-e·::
to PLCS. In addition, since most mechanical systems (which is of our primary interest
in this paper) are pass:\·e.
signal processing techniqu es for passive LTIS should be applicable here.

5

THE SIDEB AND CRITE RION FOR LCS

This section presents a criterion to determin e how well an LCS can be approxim ated
as an LTIS: the sideban d
criterio n for LCS
Given. an LCS, its impulse response h(B, t) and a pre-deter mined critical number
a, the LCS can well be appn:imated as an. LTIS if the following condition holds:

1

00

sup
OE[O• ,360•]

-oo

1

00

/h(B,t)-a vg 11 h(1J,t)/ 2 dt<aav g 8

/h(8,t)/ 2 dt.

-co

If the Fourier transform of h(B, t), H(B,f), is given instead, the above relation (12)
can be equiL·alently apressfd :'=
the frequency domain (using Parseval 's theorem [8}) as:

sup
Be[o•,3Go•)

1""'
-=

/H(B,J) - avguH(1 J,f)/ 2 df <a avg9

1""'
-=

/H(B,

f)/ 2 df.

sup"' 'lf(x) denotes the supremum or maximum of the function W over its argumen
t(s) x. avg.r <I>(.r) is the me:;.::
value of the function ci> over its argumen t .r. The critical number a is determin ed a
priorz. A guideline on choosii!gu is provided later in this section. Both (12) and (13) state that the LCS is an PLCS
if the differentiai energy ·~f
the impulse response (or its Fourier transform in the frequency domain) varies less than
a· (its average energyj wi,::.
respect to e.
Although compact , the above criteria (12) and (13) are not trivial to evaluate. (4)
allows us to deriw a simple~
criterion than (13) (refer to Section 3 to see how readily Ak(f) can be obtained ). First.
the left-hand side of (131 is
bounded above as follows:

Similarly, the right-han d side of (13) can be expressed in terms of .rh(f). Changin g
the order of two operators "a\·g'·
and "J" gives
avg 9

1:

/H(B, J)fdf:;

1:

kt;co /Ak(!Wd f,

where the "avg" operator sifts only DC terms to derive the last equality. With (14) and
(1-5), (13) can be transformed
into the following:
(161
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It is worth noting that (13) and (16) are not equivalent (see (14)). It is possible that (13) ("tight") may be satisfied.

while (16) ("loose'') is not. However, it is much simpler to evaluate (16) than (13). We propose to adjust the critical
number a to achieve an optimal tradeoff between the tightness (of the bound) and simplicity. Earlier in this section
when the sideband criterion is presented, the critical number a is a number given a priori. From (12), (13) and (16).
we can conclude that a can be interpreted as a quotient between the variation energy and average energy. The!"e
exist no general rules that specify the optimal a and the associated risk factor to take into account the looseness of
(16) but our experience shows that the following rule works effectively though heuristic: 1) select a based on a priori
knowledge. 2) multiply a by the risk factor 1.5.
The sideband criterion in this paper renders some nice features, among which it stands out that the criterion :s
evaluated in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. Due to harmonic disturbance from the runninomachine, sensor/actuator noise, etc., it is very difficult to obtain disturbance-free data in the time domain. Th;
frequency domain experiment can avoid the harmonic disturbance by probing at the frequencies between harmonics.
In addition, experiments in the frequency domain provide certain advantages over those in the time domain. First
of all, the effective signal-to--noise ratio within the frequency range of interest can be significantly improved. Secondly, the higher signal-to--noise ratio for a given input excitation energy makes it possible to prevent any possible
nonlinearity by lowering the level of the input signal.

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A generic expression for analyzing LCS is derived. The cyclic nature of LCS is shown to generate a series of
amplitude-modulated signals whose carrier frequencies are harmonic multiples of the fundamental frequency ~f :he
LCS. A criterion is developed to classify an LCS into GLCS or PLCS. The criterion provides a simple experimental
test, from which an LCS can be classified. The criterion can be checked before signal processing techniques for
LTIS are applied to analyze rotating machinery, in order to validate the assumption that the dynamic system uncle:
consideration is LTI.
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